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Artisanal  Touches
In the new season where the unique touches of the handcraft return as a 
rising value in decoration, we are becoming familiar with the charming, 
shiny and smooth designs that go along with almost every style perfectly. 
The natural materials, which are combined together with artisanal lacquered 
surface applications, are creating impressive living spaces as the chic 
examples of a timeless urban sense of design. 

Spaces  Shaped 

by 
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OTTAVIA 
Highboard

ASTORIA
Dining Table

Astoria Dining Table combines modern 
design with eye-catching details and 

with a combination of mink gray 
lacquer with gold colour metal.

Ottavia Highboard brings a bold and 
striking approach to spaces with its 

unique design.

The Angel Sideboard, which 
combines the elegant effect 
of white with the serene 
touch of country style, 
creates a bright and noble 
atmosphere.

ANGEL
Sideboard

ELEGANTE 
Sideboard

Elegante Sideboard, which adds a sense of liveliness to the simple 
design line with the hand painted sideboard surface, reflects the 

elegance of the past with its retro style.

LACQUER
SURFACES
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Strong and 
Deep Impact
OTTAVIA LIVING ROOM in 
which calm dark green colour 
meets with feminine lines, 
is shining out with its strong 
and impressive style. While 
enriching its design with 
handmade quilted application, 
special stitching details 
and wooden walnut legs, it 
brings the comfort together 
with elegancy by means of 
wide seating area. It also 
emphasizes its own unique 
style with special accessories 
and fabric choices on the sofa 
and armchair.
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1. OTTAVIA SOFA
Strong design,
original fabric combinations,
high comfort, round form 
wooden leg design. 

2. LOOP COFFEE TABLE 
1st class wood en
leg structure,
easy to clean glass surface, 
functional sub shelf. 

3. MABEL CARPET GREEN                               
Cotton & polyester woven 
reflecting the richness of 
genuine handmade carpet
designs 
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1. NAVONA SIDEBOARD
Combination of metal, leather and wood 
materials and application of marble 
appearance on top of the sideboard. 

2. NAVONA TABLE
Combination of metal, leather and 
wood materials, table and chair 
alternatives in 2 different sizes. 

3. WIRE GOLD PENDANT LAMP
Wire metal head, adjustable height. 

1
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While creating chic details with the combination of dark walnut 
colour and gold handle design, NAVONA DINING ROOM 
is adding a sophisticated touch into its design with marble 
patterns on its sideboard.
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Shining out with the combination of metal, leather and wooden materials 
that are stepping forward with dark walnut coloured surfaces, 

NAVONA TV UNIT creates natural, cozy and warm atmosphere in the 
living spaces. The exclusively designed back panel of TV is shining out 

as an impressive detail of the whole design. 
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1. NAVONA TV UNIT
Combination of metal, leather and wood 
materials, TV back panel made by different 
materials components

NAVONA MODULES
a.TV bench
b.Back panel

2. NAVONA SOFA
Special stitch details on the back and arms, 
velvet and leather like fabric alternatives, 
special metal based leg design of Enza
Four seat sofa
Three seat sofa leather
Three seat sofa
2.5 seat sofa 
Armchair

3. NAVONA COFFEE TABLE
1st class wooden leg structure, 
dark oak colour that goes along with series

4. TRIPOD FLOOR LAMP
Black MDF Body
H: 130 cm
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High Comfort in Details
Presenting the aesthetic and highly comfortable design characteristics 
of the contemporary living spaces with impressive material and colour 
combinations, NAVONA LIVING ROOM is carrying a chic and shiny 

style of decoration into the living spaces.
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1. NAVONA SOFA
Special stitch details on 
the back and arms, velvet 
and leather like fabric 
alternatives, special metal 
based leg design of Enza
Four seat sofa
Three seat sofa leather
Three seat sofa
2.5 seat sofa 
Armchair

2. LOOP COFFEE TABLE
1st class wooden
leg structureeasy to clean 
glass surface, functional 
sub shelf. 

3. ELIPTIC FLOOR LAMP
Marble base, modern 
design H: 210 cm
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Design Captured in the Zeitgeist
ELEGANTE DINING ROOM, in which the notion of luxury comes 

together with the effective textures, redefines the sense of aesthetics 
with creative touches. While the sideboard design reveals a sharp 

minimal elegancy, marble or natural coating table alternatives create a 
personalized atmosphere.

Handles designed 
special for Enza

100% natural 
oak-tree veneer 
and solid lath 

application in all 
modules

1. ELEGANTE SIDEBOARD
100% natural oak coating, 
special prutian blue surface 
colour, golden coloured special 
designed handles.
Sideboard
Sideboard mirror

2. ELEGANTE TABLE
Fixed wooden table
Fixed marble table
Elegante chair
Elegante chair with handle

3. MABEL CARPET BLUE
Cotton & polyester woven reflecting the 
richness of genuine handmade carpet 
designs
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ELEGANTE TV UNIT brings the detailed modern style 
together with the refined sense of aesthetics. 

It comes to the fore with natural oak coating on MDF 
that is applied by sand blasting technique.
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1. ELEGANTE TV UNIT
Special prutian blue surface 
colour,100% natural oak coating 
and wooden frame application on 
the doors,  golden coloured special 
designed handles.
a. TV bench 
b. Upper unit left
c. Upper unit right

2. ELEGANTE COFFEE TABLE
Marble, wooden coffee and side 
tables
Coffee table
Side table wooden
Side table marble 

3. MABEL CARPET BLUE
Cotton & polyester woven reflecting 
the richness of genuine handmade 
carpet designs
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EVERYTHING IS 
AS YOU WISH IN 
ENZA HOME.

UNLIMITED AESTHETICS

Bring the chair you like from the Enza Home collection 
together with the fabric selection that you will make 
within the wide range of fabric options to go beyond the 
limits of the aesthetics.
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When properly used, lighting designs with their ability to deliver us 
the desired effect in the decoration, are indispensable for a room no 
matter by what style it is decorated.

With the unlimited variety of forms and materials due to the changing 
trends, the pendant and floor lamps that come to the forefront in the 
new season, are ready to be the star of your decoration.

Shining 
Charm of 
The House

FOCUS
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WIRE COLLECTION
Lattice designed cap, adjustable 
height, white or black colour 
options in different sizes.

1. WIRE WHITE:
Ø: 45 cm, H: 150 cm 
2. WIRE WHITE:
Ø: 30 cm, H: 150 cm
3. WIRE BLACK: 
Ø: 45 cm, H: 150 cm
4. WIRE BLACK: 
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm 
5. WIRE BLACK: 
Ø: 25 cm, H: 150 cm
6. WIRE BLACK: 
Ø: 30 cm, H: 150 cm
7. WIRE WHITE: 
Ø: 25 cm, H: 150 cm
8. WIRE WHITE: 
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm

How to find the 
best lighting?
In a room, the decision of which floor lamp or pendant lamp should be used depends on physical 

conditions of the room as well as decoration style. It is important to choose lighting designs 
correctly according to both general decoration style and the needs of light in that space. 

Here are some tips for choosing the right lighting that you need:

• You can use pendant lamp designs without any problem in large areas such as living rooms with standard or 
above standard height ceiling. You can easily eliminate the need of light in a stylish way with the pendant lamp 

that you choose based on the size of the room.

• Multi-pendant lamps that are being used especially over the dining tables are one of the most popular designs of 
the new season. The most important point of this implementation is to be aware of designs that are used together 

whether complementary to each other or not in terms of their colour, material and style.
18
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ELLIPSE COLLECTION
Copper colour forged caps, 
different form and measurements 
alternatives, adjustable height, 
black wire

13. BELL:
Ø: 26 cm, H: 150 cm
14. SUNFLOWER:
Ø: 45 cm, H: 150 cm
15. DAISH: 
dia: 40 cm, H: 150 cm

LINEAR COLLECTION
Copper metal caps, specially 
designed surface, different 
form and size options, 
adjustable height, black wire

16. VERTICAL:
Ø: 28 cm, H: 150 cm
17. TRAPEZOID:
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm
18. GLOBE: 
Ø: 40 cm, H: 150 cm
19. HORIZONTAL: 
Ø: 30 cm, H: 150 cm

GLASS COLLECTION
Round shaped cap design 
in combination of glass and 
metal, double and triple 
pendant lamp options in 
different form and sizes.

20. TRIO:
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm
21. DUET:
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm

GEOMETRIC 
COLLECTION
Metal cap design in 
geometric form, black, grey 
and copper colour options in 
different forms

22. TERRA:
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm
23. LUNA:
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm
24. NERO:
Ø: 36 cm, H: 150 cm

CONCRETE 
COLLECTION
Heavy and strong appearance, 
special concrete grey cap, 
adjustable height

9. ASH:
Ø: 40 cm, H: 150 cm
10. LEUCO:
H: 150 cm
11. GREH:
Ø: 40 cm, H: 150 cm
12. PIER:
Ø: 40 cm, H: 150 cm

OTHER
25. CAPSUL:
Shiny copper cap
Ø: 45 cm, H: 150 cm
26. CAGE:
Shiny copper metal cap, 
special surface design
Ø: 33 cm, H: 150 cm 
27. STAGE:
Orange and green metal cap
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm
28. CLAH:
Matte clay-coloured aluminium cap
Ø: 52 cm, H: 150 cm
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm
29. OBLIQUE:
Shiny silver-coloured metal cap, 
special surface design
Ø: 38 cm, H:150 cm
30. COLOURS:
Multi-coloured fabric caps, 
adjustable height
31. BOLD:
Metal cap, black and white colour 
options
Ø: 40 cm, H: 150 cm
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Dicle Hökenek
ARCHITECT

‘’In the this place which was imagined as to be located on a high residence floor, I have created a balanced and calm 
atmosphere by using interior landscape elements and the modern fireplace proposal again with a natural material, the 
calacatta white marble. In order to be compatible with the brass details of the Astoria series, we have repeatedly placed 
the brass accessories at different points in the room with a balanced layout. We have worked with an understanding that 

puts the place on the background as possible in order to outline the minimal lines and colours of the Astoria Dining Room.’’

2
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1. ASTORIA Dining Room 2. ASTORIA Dressoire 3. ASTORIA Side table 4. COVE Red Carpet 5. CLAY Pendant Lamp 

1

5
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Complementing its mink lacquered surfaces with exclusively designed 
shiny golden handles ASTORIA TV UNIT redefines the modern 
decoration with its impressive style. Consist of two different modules 
as one TV bench and the upper wall unit ASTORIA TV UNIT is 
enriching its chic design with functional open and closed shelves. 

Lacquered 100% 
MDF surface 
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1. ASTORIA TV UNIT                    
Mink grey lacquered 100% MDF 
surface, linear pattern application on 
the wall unit.

ASTORIA MODULES
a. TV bench
b. Upper wall unit

2. ASTORIA COFFEE TABLE
100% MDF lacquered surface 
special for Enza, golden metal legs

3. ASTORIA ARMCHAIR
Houndstooth pattern application, 
special fabric and colour options, 
golden colour metal legs.

4. SERRANO CARPET TERRA
40% Viscose texture, modern 
design and worn out look, 
3 different colour alternatives.

Golden colour leg
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Murat Armağan
DESIGNER

1. ANGEL Dining Room 2. MABEL Carpet Grey 3. BASIC Series Pendant Lamp  4. CURVE Painting

2
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‘’I wanted to see the awakening of the nature and the freshness of the 
morning in the living room. I designed a spacious environment that filled the 

daylight in from every direction and added a romantic touch with dominant 
pastel colours. I have enlivened the home environment which in relation 

with nature and has high glass voids, where the internal and external space 
relation does not break. I enriched this peaceful family atmosphere with 
Angel Series furniture, which has a simple romanticism of Enza Home.’’

1
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ANGEL TV UNIT
Silk opaque lacquer 
application on 100% MDF, 
fine lines, 

ANGEL MODULES
a. TV bench
b. Upper wall unit
c. Back panel

2. ANGEL COFFEE TABLE 
Silk opaque lacquer 
application on 100% MDF, 
golden colour leg design

3. ASTORIA ARMCHAIR
Comfortable seating, 
special fabric and colour 
options

4. SERRANO CARPET TERRA
Viscose texture 40%, modern 
design and worn-out look, 3 
different colour alternatives
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Enriching its cozy Country Style with the elegant combination 
of wood and glass, ANGEL TV UNIT is carrying the peaceful 

and chic energy of the white colour into the living spaces. While 
making a functional remark on its own design with the elegant 

upper wall unit design with glass door detail, it reflects a minimal 
elegancy with its smooth design without handles.
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1. ANGEL SOFA
Aesthetic and feminine design, 
pocket spring system provides 
high comfort, special metal leg 
design

2. ANGEL COFFEE TABLE 
Silk opaque lacquer application 
on 100% MDF, golden colour 
leg design

3. MOON CARPET
80% viscose, 3D patterns with 
high-low weaving technique
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Comfort of the Tranquility
Reflecting the impressive elegancy of the feminine style with 
rounded and smooth corners and soft colour combinations, 

ANGEL LIVING ROOM is giving life to the beautiful and peaceful 
decoration style with its unique comfort and rich cushion 

alternatives.

High comfort with 
pocket spring system

Golden coloured leg 
design special for Enza
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1. ANGEL SOFA
Aesthetic and feminine 
design, pocket spring system 
provides high comfort, 
special metal leg design.

2. ANGEL COFFEE TABLE 
Silk opaque lacquer 
application on 100% MDF, 
golden colour leg design
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Grande Spaces with 
Generous Textures

CRYSTAL PLUS LIVING ROOM, which enlarges the living spaces 
with its modern design, is bringing the richness of forms, colours and 
materials into your home with its soft fabric surface, different colour 

and leg design options.

1. CRYSTAL PLUS SOFA
Wooden leg design with 2 different
colour options, soft luxurious fabric
Three seat sofa
Two seat sofa
Armchair

2. CRYSTAL PLUS COFFEE TABLE
Lacquered leg design, wooden top

3. BOLERO SIDE TABLE
Walnut surface, wooden leg design
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1. GRAVITY SOFA
4 seat sofa alternative, 
wide seating, high comfort
Four seat sofa
Three seat sofa
Two seat sofa
Armchair 

2. ORLANDO COFFEE TABLE
Metal leg, walnut coating
surface on 100% MDF
Coffee table
Side table

3. ELIPTIC FLOOR LAMP BLACK
Marble legged, white and black 
colour alternatives 
H: 210 cm

4. PALACE CARPET GREY
100% cotton coating, thin 
form

5. VERA CARPET RED
Traditional motif, thin 
cotton form

2
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Brand New Definition 
Of Comfort

GRAVITY LIVING ROOM, which aims to level up the comfort 
that we seek in our homes to its maximum degree, redefines the 
comfort with its 4 seat sofa alternative. While supporting its soft 

and thick texture visually with various kinds of decorative pillows, 
Gravity Living Room emphasizes the design details with high metal 

leg designs in 4 different colours. 
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Combining its dynamic colours with patchwork patterns, which can go along with various 
kids of style, Soho Patchwork Series is shining out with its energetic style. Having a silky 
outlook Soho Patchwork carpets are complementing living spaces with a modern touch 
in 3 different colour options as red, green and orange. 

Presenting high quality of design with 890.500 strokes per square meter, Soho Morocco Series makes an authentic remark on modernism with its traditional patterns. Soho Morocco 
Series in which silky viscose texture meets with 5 different colour options, is shining out with an elegant aesthetic style.

Combining the brightness of the natural viscose and acrylic together with aging patterns, 
Serrano Series is attracting attention with its modern style. Presenting the high quality of 
comfort with the height of 5mm piles Serrano carpet collection is creating an extraordinary 
effect in the living spaces with beige, terra and dark grey colour alternatives.

SOHO MOROCCO SERIES

SOHO PATCHWORK SERIES SERRANO SERIES
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ENZA HOME BOOK / FEELING THE GROUND Noble Textures… 

Shining out with its soft, sound and thermal insulating 100% wool texture which 
is resistant to fire and stain, PERLA Carpet Collection glamourizes the living 

spaces with its eucotex certificated, unique quality and high comfort.

Sophisticated Elegancy…
Being one of the best examples of the contemporary designs in the new season which is 
captured by natural materials with its 100% wool texture quality and minimal style, NOVA 
Carpet Collection creates a sophisticated elegancy in the living spaces. 1. PERLA Carpet 2. NOVA Carpet

1

1

2
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Carpet measurements on p. 340

Retro Touches To The Modernism…
Woven by cotton and polyester yarns, Mabel Carpet 

Collection reflects the elegancy of the modern design 
with its calm and chic style. It brings the classic 

aesthetics of the past into the living spaces with its 
worn out appearance and fine texture, which provides 

six different colour alternatives.

MABEL Carpet Green
38



Palace Series in which traditional ornaments meet with 100% natural viscose, 
reflects the classical style to the living spaces by its vintage appearance.

Woven by 1.000.000 strokes per square meters, high quality Butik Carpet Collection 
presents all the good qualities that a carpet can have with its wipeable, fine texture and 
bright HD colours.

Hand woven natural wool Cove Series reflects a natural spirit on the carpets by 
modernising the traditional textures.

Produced by cotton printing technique, Silken Carpet Collection shed light on the decoration 
from the depths of the history with its silky texture.

Butik Series Silken Series

Cove SeriesPalace Series
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Timeless Details
Carrying the design style of the past, ALESSA LIVING ROOM 

draws attention with rich design touches and deep colour 
applications. While completing its own design with decorative 

pillows, ALESSA LIVING ROOM creates timeless details with its 
exclusively formed stitching.
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1. ALESSA SOFA
Button detailled quilting on the 
back and arms, high wooden legs, 
Three seat sofa
Armchair

2. GONG COFFEE TABLE
Special design engravings
Coffee table
Side table
Side table with mirror
more coffee table on p. 160 

3. TERRA PENDANT LAMP
Copper coloured metal cap, 
contemporary geometric lines 
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm

4. LUNA PENDANT LAMP
Silver coloured metal cap, 
contemporary geometric lines. 
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm

5. NOVA CARPET GREY
100% wool knotted, minimal design

6. PATNA CARPET
Polyester, modern thin machine carpet
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With its staid and minimal style, VALENTE TV UNIT redefines 
modernism while emphasizing the power of design with its natural 

wood surface and coffee table options in two different sizes.
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1. VALENTE TV UNIT
TV unit alternatives in 2 different sizes, 
wall unit option with open shelf or door.
a. TV bench large 
b. Side wall unit
c. Wall unit with door
d. Wall unit with door and shelf 
TV bench small

2. VALENTE COFFEE 
TABLE
Walnut coating on MDF, 
metal geometric leg
Coffee table
Side table 

3. RODA CARPET
100% viscose, soft touch 
and natural shine 
More carpet alternatives 
at www.enzahome.com
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Mirror Mirror
On The Wall

ACTUAL
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Magical 
Mirrors
Being one of the most important 
elements of the decoration that 
can change the living spaces 
immediately, mirrors come to 
the fore in the decoration as 
an elegant and effective piece 
with different forms and designs 
beside the feature of giving depth 
into the places.

Adding new dimensions to the 
decoration by supporting the 
light in the room, sideboard 
mirrors turn into an irreplaceable 
complementary for various kinds 
of decoration style from modern 
to retro with their small but 
powerful effect.
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1. ARIA SOFA
High comfort, luxurious fabric, 
armchair alternatives with 
quilted and wooden papel 
applications, wooden legs with 
brass details
Three seat sofa 
Quilted armchair
Wooden papel armchair 

2. ARIA COFFEE TABLE
Walnut coated surface,
Coffee table 
Side table

3. MABEL CARPET GREEN
Cotton & polyester woven 
reflecting the richness of 
genuine handmade carpet
designs 
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Deep Green Effect
ARIA LIVING ROOM in which impressive retro design comes together with 
minimal elegancy, perfectly combines the green colour, which adds a rich 

touch into living spaces, with geometrical lines that creates a deep effect. It 
creates natural spaces that give a sense of calmness with minimal design, that 

take comfort to forefront, and wooden leg details.
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1. ORLANDO SOFA
High comfort, wooden legs, 
rich throw pillow options
Three seat sofa 
Three seat sofabed 
Two seat sofa 
Armchair 

2. ORLANDO COFFEE TABLE
Metal leg, walnut coating 
surface on 100% MDF
Coffee table
Side table

3. ASH PENDANT LAMP
Heavy and strong looking 
concrete cap, wooden decorated
Ø: 40 cm

4. POMPOM CARPET ORANGE
Hand woven wool, modern 
design with unique bender 
technique
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Contemporary Style 
of the Comfort

ORLANDO LIVING ROOM adds a special nuance to its 
contemporary design with knitted patterns of the arm 
detail and cushions. ORLANDO LIVING ROOM brings 
functionality together with its stylish and comfortable 

design by its sofa and sofabed alternatives.
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Coffee tables are indispensable element of the 
decoration due to their central location as well as 
their functionality that makes daily life easier. These 
multi-purposed elements are the new stars of the 
function-centered new season.

The Golden Age 

Coffee Tableof the

50



ART 3-piece Coffee Table Set
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By any means coffee tables are irreplaceable items of the decoration that can ease the daily life. 
Perhaps for an exciting game night or a lovely birthday or a enjoyable playtime or tasteful snacks… 

Designed for creating the little happy moment of the daily life, coffee table designs of 
ENZA Home brings a chic functional touch into the decoration.

Most Beautiful Moments…

WOODY Side Table

NORDIC Coffee Table

MESH Coffee Table

Game Night
Best buddy of the passionate sport fans…

GONG Coffee Table

Birthday
Enthusiastic celebration of happy birthdays…

Fruit Time
Chic presentation of the most delicious fruits...

Tea Time
A Relaxing place of a coffee or tea…
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COFFEE TABLES
Coffee tables are attracting attention with their extra storage spaces beside their decorative advantages. 

Especially, two-tiered coffee tables can be used as perfect storage spaces. Using storage boxes, 
decorative vases and candles is the most effective way to benefit from the upper surface of the table.

ELENA
Conical leg design with drawer

DOLCE
Walnut patterned, conical leg, with drawer

OTTAVIA
Dark green colour of Enza, golden 
colour metal legs

RAIN
Bronze mirror, natural walnut coating 
surface

PRAGA
Stone and antique brown colour 
combination, marble pattern usage

SIDE TABLES

Side tables are renovating the spaces whenever it is needed with their mobility. 
They make daily life easier by being used multi-purpose with this advantage.

LORA
Walnut coating, special 
designed wooden leg 

FIGURE
Walnut coating, pattern 
engraved top surface 

PENA
Walnut and white colour 
alternative

DROP
Walnut coating, special 
colour application 

ART
Pattern alternatives in 6 different colour of Enza, easy to clean 
shiny glass surface, metal legs, 3-piece Coffee Table Set
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WOODY
Natural wood surface, two different colour alternatives
Large coffee table, Coffee table, Small coffee table

COFFEE TABLE SETS

MESH
Three different colour alternatives, metal leg design
Coffee table, Nesting table

GONG
Exclusive colour and pattern application, metal leg design with brass detail 
Coffee table, Side table, Side table with mirror

NORDIC
Three different colour alternatives, exclusively adorned surface, wooden 
leg design Coffee table, Side table

VALS 
Walnut coated, metal geometrical leg design
Coffee table, Side table 

MAESTRO
Natural walnut coating, 1st class wooden leg design
Coffee table, Side table

VERONICA
Matte White Sacramento oak colour combination, storage 
space with drawer 
Coffee table, Side table

VALENTE
Modern geometrical form, natural walnut coated surface 
Coffee table, Side table

ORLANDO
Center and side table alternatives with walnut coated surface
Coffee table, Side table

ARIA
Walnut coated surface
Coffee table with shelf, Side table

ALESSA
Light walnut look upper surface, glass bottom shelf 
Coffee table, Nesting table
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REGINA
Walnut leg design, lacquered surface
Coffee table, Nesting table

LINA
Natural walnut-white colour combination, lacquered surface 
Coffee table, Nesting table

CRYSTAL
Unscratchable acrylic surface, metal leg design,
Coffee table, Side table

CRYSTAL PLUS
Natural walnut coated surface, 2 different leg colour 
alternatives, Coffee table, Side table

CARMINA
Natural walnut coated surface, circular form in 3 different sizes
Coffee table, Side table large, Side table small

MARENGO
Dark oak colour, golden metal decorative application on upper 
side of the legs Coffee table, Side table

BOLERO
Glass surface, with open shelf and drawer, wooden leg design
Coffee table, Side table

NOLA
Natural walnut coated surface, side table alternatives in 3 different 
sizes, Coffee table, Nesting table set

AYDA
First class, conical leg design
Coffee table, Side table

NETHA
Wooden and lacquered surface combination, 
CNC pattern application, metal leg
Coffee table, 
Side table

ORFE
100 % MDF natural walnut coating and lacquered surface

ANGEL
White silk opaque lacquer on 100% 
MDF, golden colour metal leg design
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A Chic Touch to the Modernism
Enriching its modern style with chic details, NETHA DINING ROOM is bringing 

the classic touches together with its elegant design. While presenting its 
sophisticated sense of design with unique details such as bronze metal handles 
and wooden leg design, it simply adds effortless elegance into the decoration 

which comes into light by walnut and linen fabric surface combinations.
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1. NETHA SIDEBOARD
Walnut colour and linen fabric 
look surface combination, 
exclusively designed bronze 
colour handles, metal leg design
Sideboard
Sideboard mirror

2. NETHA TABLE
Exclusive wooden leg design in 
special colour, colour alternatives 
in chairs
Fixed table
Extending table
Netha chair

3. SERRANO CARPET TERRA
40% Viscose texture, modern 
design and worn out look,
3 different colour alternatives. 

4. WIRE GOLD LAMP
Wire golden colour metal cap, 
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Bringing its modern structure together with 
functional and aesthetic design details, 
NETHA TV UNIT is enchanting the decoration 
with its sophisticated sense of modern design. 
NEHTA TV UNIT, in which wooden MDF frame 
application meets with bronze metal handle 
designs, is crowing its functionality with open 
and closed upper wall unit designs, which 
creates extra storage spaces.
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1. NETHA TV UNIT
Walnut colour and linen fabric look 
surface combination, functional and 
aesthetic upper wall unit with shelves

NETHA MODULES
a. TV bench
b. Cabinet

2. NETHA COFFEE TABLE
Wooden and lacquered surface 
combination, CNC pattern application, 
metal leg
Coffee table
Side table

3. SERRANO CARPET TERRA
40% Viscose texture, modern 
design and worn out look,
3 different colour alternatives. 

4. BASIC SERIES PENDANT LAMP
Geometric form, cap options 
in different sizes and colours, 
adjustable height
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Comfort of Modernity
NETHA LIVING ROOM, in which maximum 
comfort meets with the contemporary design, 
is presenting a brand new aspect of decoration 
with its simple yet beautiful design details.  
Shining out with its thick and soft seating area 
and special ability to turn into a bed, NETHA 
LIVING ROOM creates visually satisfying 
coziness. 
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1. NETHA SOFA 
Comfortable wide seating, ability 
to turn into a bed with moving 
back function, storage bed 
function
Three seat sofabed
Two seat sofa
Armchair

2. NETHA COFFEE TABLE
Wooden and lacquered surface 
combination, CNC pattern 
application, metal leg
Coffee table                                 
Side table

3. MABEL CARPET DARK BLUE
Cotton&polyester silk weaving 
that reflects richness of original 
hand-made carpet 

4. BASIC SERIES PENDANT LAMP
Geometric form, cap options 
in different sizes and colours, 
adjustable height
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Functional Touch of 
Modernism
Combining its modern style with special functional 
features, PONTE SITTING GROUP provides high 
level of comfort with its exclusive foam application. It 
presents maximum usage advantage with its three seat 
sofabed alternative, which has Zero-Wall mechanism 
that can easily transform the sofa into a bed. 
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1. PONTE SITTING GROUP
Modern style, bed and storage functions, 
linear stitch details
Three seat sofabed with storage
Two seat sofa 
Armchair 

2. MESH COFFEE TABLE
3 different colour alternatives,
metal legs
Coffee table
Nesting table

3. VERA CARPET BLUE
Traditional motives, thin
cotton form 

4. PUNE CARPET YELLOW
Preventing the dusting and deformation of 
carpet piles with its 100% polypropylene 
texture, shiny colours 
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ARMCHAIRSFunctional 
Aesthetics
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No matter how changeable the decoration trends are, armchairs are always the most effective 
pieces of decoration with their unique style and comfort. Armchairs, which can transform the 
decoration with their various colours and ornaments, present themselves as an important functional 
component in all areas. They can fill all the extra spaces esthetically in any kind of decoration style.
Modern, avant-garde, bohemian or romantic; the armchairs that can be used with almost any 
decoration style fill all the extra spaces in the house with an aesthetic function.
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1. NORTE Corner Sofa Set 2. MARENGO Dressoire 3. ORFE Coffee Table 4. SOHO MOROCCO Carpet Anthracite 5. WIRE GOLD Pandent Lamp

3

1
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Corners that can be used with many different decoration styles are the trending element of the new 
season with their maximum comfortable ergonomic structure and ability to turn into bed. If you 

want to bring the luxurious appearance together with the maximum comfort, coziness and usage 
advantages, the only thing you need is to have a corner sofa set.

Definition of the Comfort
BEST CORNER OF THE HOME
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Nasir Mahmud
INTERIOR ARCHITECT

1. ARTE Corner Sofa Set  2. ARIA Armchair 3. WOODY Side Table 4. LIGHT Oil Painting

1
2

3
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‘‘I love the flexibility of the Arte Corner Sofa and its ability to transform like a chameleon to adapt to 
its surroundings. I thought it would be wonderful to design a space that too adapts like a chameleon 
to light, the different times and moods of the day and seasons. The reflection will allow the mirrored 

wall to extend the scene to unlimited sensibilities. I wanted to design a space that comforts the 
functional functions of the sofa and makes it as relaxing as it is exciting.’’

4
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Strong Effect of Modernism
Complementing the energy of warm and cozy earthy colours with its chic and modern 
style, ARTE CORNER SOFA SET is bringing comfort together with aesthetic through 
its exclusive leg design which has the colour combination of mate black and gold that 

goes along with its soft textures. While appealing to the personal styles by offering 
the ability to make different combinations, ARTE CORNER SOFA SET is enriching its 
design with modern cushion and fabric applications, exclusive armchair design and 

technologic accessories application. 
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1. ARTE CORNER SOFA SET
Modulas design, module 
alternative with coffee table, 
metal legs with brass base

2. ART COFFEE TABLE
Pattern alternatives in 6 
different colours exclusively for 
Enza, easily cleanable glossy 
glass surface, metal legs

3. ELIPTIC FLOOR LAMP
Marble base, modern design
H.210 cm

4. SOHO MOROCCO CARPET
Viscose and cotton weaving, 
geometric patterns, 5 different 
colour alternatives, silky look
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MAYFAIR MODULES
Double module
Right relaxing module
Left relaxing module
Corner module
Right armed module
Left armed module
Single module
Ottoman
Armchair

3. HAMPTON BOOKSHELF
Metal body, lacquered unit with 3 
different colour alternatives

4. POMPOM CARPET TURQUOIS
Hand woven wool, unique bender 
technique

1. MAYFAIR CORNER SOFA SET
Wide seating with supreme 
comfort, high metal legs

2. VALS COFFEE TABLE
Walnut coating, geometric metal leg
Coffee table
Side table

1

The New Corner of the Coziness
Sofas, the first things come to mind when the comfort is mentioned, 
are the irreplaceable elements of the decoration. The coziness, peace, 
comfort and sense of belonging in the home that are presented 
by sofas are getting a new dimension with MAYFAIR CORNER SOFA SET. 
The comfort that you are seeking for is going up to its maximum level 
with rich structure, soft texture and large design of MAYFAIR. 
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MAXIMUM COMFORT, MAXIMUM HARMONY

Beside the maximum comfort that it provides, 
MAYFAIR Corner Sofa Set, which accommodate 
to your living space with its multi-purpose module 
alternatives that can be used separately, is bringing 
its modern design together with the functionality, 
which is the most wanted feature of the decoration. 
While getting the shape that you want, MAYFAIR 
Corner Sofa Set does not compromise on comfort.

PERSONAL COMFORT

MAYFAIR Armchair, 
the independent element of 
the corner sofa set, is defining 
the borders of personal comfort 
zone while enriching 
the decoration.

2018 TREND TIP

Industrial Style
You can create stylish and 
modern spaces 
with industrial 
designs.

STAGE 
FLOOR LAMP 
GREEN

Contrast Effect
You can create an 
attractive decoration 
style by using natural 
hand-knitted carpets 
with contrast colours. 
POMPOM HAND CARPET 
ORANGE  

Dynamic Details
You can use colourful and 
multifactorial paintings to 
energize the minimal decorations.

NY 
OIL PAINTING

For more info www.enzahome.com
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Creative Corner of the 
Modern Design

Uniting the advantage of being used in many different ways by 
means of its modules with rich fabric and colour alternatives, 

CITY CORNER SOFA SET is presenting its multi-purpose 
functionality of the modern design with high comfort.

1

2

3
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1. CITY CORNER SOFA SET
Combinable, luxurious fabric,
metal leg 
Corner module
Double module 
Single module
Large ottoman
Table ottoman

2. CRYSTAL COFFEE TABLE
Unscratchable acrylic 
surface, metal leg
Crystal side table

3. ELIPTIC FLOOR LAMP
Marble base, contemporary 
design H: 210 cm
more floor lamps on p. 46

Functional Comfort
Extra ottoman of CITY Corner Sofa Set can turn into 
a coffee table, besides creating an extra seating place 
when it’s needed.

Choose Your Module
You can combine double, 
single and corner modules as 
well as ottoman module that 
can be a coffee or side table 
of CITY Corner Sofa Set, 
as you like.

Maximum Comfort
Uniting its ergonomic 

features with 
liberating modules, 

CITY Corner Sofa Set 
is providing maximum 

comfort by turning 
into bed by means of 

these modules that 
can be moved easily.
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Four Seasons 
Comfort with Ayda

AYDA CORNER SOFA SET, in which coziness meets 
with the functionality, is distinguished from other corners 

by its fabric that can be used trough all seasons. It 
is completing its spectacular design with cushions in 

different colours and patterns, comfortable armchair and 
lacquered wooden coffee tables.

1

2

3
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Praga TV Unit 
Combining its contemporary and fine lines with the 
warm and solid natural structure of the wood, PRAGA 
TV UNIT creats space with its organising closed and 
open shelves and matches perfectly to the simple and 
compact design of AYDA CORNER SOFA SET.

more information on Praga TV Unit on www.enzahome.com

Practical and Comfy
In the new season, which we become simple by getting 
rid of the excess, compact designs are in the leading 
role of the decoration. You can bring the practical 
advantages of AYDA CORNER SOFA SET, which has 
the bed and storage space module, into your home.

1. AYDA CORNER SOFA SET
Feature of being a bed and 
storage compartment, rich
cushion alternatives, right 
and left corner alternative 

2. AYDA ARMCHAIR
Luxurious fabric, high 
comfort 

3. AYDA COFFEE TABLE
Lacquered 100% MDF,
first class wooden legs,
Coffee table
Side table
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Drawing attention with its wooden material and modern design 
style Daisy Kitchen Table takes over the kitchen decoration with 
its contemporary and chic style.
Daisy Kitchen Table / Veny Chair

Daisy
DAISY KITCHEN SET

Natural walnut coated surface, metal leg 
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Intro Kitchen Table / Via Chair
Bringing ergonomics and design together with its draped 

comfortable chairs Intro Kitchen Table is representing 
minimal and chic style.

Novel Kitchen Table / Tilya Chair
Creating a natural and soft effect with its round edges, 

Novel Kitchen Table impresses by natural wooden 
structure and minimal style.

Riva Kitchen Table / Foly Chair
Presenting a minimal and elegant style of design with colour 

combinations that ranging from white to beige, Riva Kitchen Table 
brings aesthetics together with the comfort.

Tracy Kitchen Table / Essa Chair
Bringing its wooden material to the fore with the dark colour 

choice, Tracy Kitchen Table draws attention by its 
elegant and noble style.

Swing Kitchen Table / June Chair
Representing a fine example of the classical style of design, 

Swing Kitchen Table enriches the kitchen decoration 
with special design details.

Olivia Kitchen Table / Gina Chair
Combining fresh and noble effect of the colour white with the classic 

design details Olivia Kitchen Table creates a spectacular atmosphere in 
the kitchens.

RIVA KITCHEN SET
White matte lacquered surface

NOVEL KITCHEN SET
MDF surface

OLIVIA KITCHEN SET
MDF surface

INTRO KITCHEN SET
Wooden and smoked glass 

alternatives

SWING KITCHEN SET
Extendable and fixed table alternatives

TRACY KITCHEN SET
Classic contemporary design line
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Esra Kazmirci
INTERIOR ARCHITECT

1

2

6
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1. ASTORIA Bedroom 2. ASTORIA Dressoire 3. ASTORIA Armchair 4. ASTORIA Side Table 5. MABEL Carpet Grey 6. ASH Pendant Lamp 

‘’ It was important for me to set up a place where I would enjoy the peace and joy of waking up in the 
morning.  Powder-pink bedding and furnishings of Astoria Bedroom were my priority to ensure this 

calmness. The landscape that dominates every tone of green which is opparating as a painting behind 
the wide woodwork is the side thing that help me to support this concept. And my accessories and 

fresh flowers are indispensable.’’

3

4

5
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Noble Duet of the Comfort
Uniting the minimal and chic design line of modernism with noble duet of 

black and white, CRYSTAL BEDROOM is carrying the minimal life codes that 
come together under the statement of “less is more’’ into the bedrooms.

With its black and white leather base alternatives, wardrobe that reflects 
the combination of acrylic white and black colour panel, nightstand and 

2 different chest of drawers alternatives, CRYSTAL BEDROOM is attracting 
attention with the usage alternatives that suit your personal style and needs.
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CRYSTAL BEDROOM 
Resistance to scratching shiny acrylic 
surface

1. CRYSTAL WARDROBE 
Wardrobe with sliding doors  (260 cm)

2. CRYSTAL BEDFRAME
Base with leather headboard 

3. CRYSTAL CHEST OF DRAWERS
Chest of drawers
High chest of drawers
Chest of drawers mirror

4. CRYSTAL NIGHTSTAND
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The mattress with the World’s first memory spring system
from Yataş: Smart Track.

2017
ISMOB 
DESIGN 
AWARD
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SILVER THERAPY Mattress
The Silver Therapy Mattress 
protects the first day’s form 
for years with DHT Spring 
System consisting of double 
tempered steel spring 
exclusively designed for 
Yataş and high comfort filling 
material. Silver ions prevent 
bad smells.

UNIQUE COMFORT, NATURAL LATEX
Latex material is a unique filling material beyond its natural form. 

Its flexible structure damps extreme pressure, reducing rotational movements 
during sleep and provides a much more comfortable sleep in less position. In order 
to use the best quality and environmentally friendly latex in the Seven-Z mattress, 
the rubber core is only supplied from certified forests with controlled cultivation. It 

is used with harmless methods to human being and the environment.

WEDDING PREMIUM Mattress
Designed for long-lasting associations and brand new beginnings, 
the Wedding Premium Mattress ensures that spouses are not being 
influenced by their involuntary turning motion during sleep with the 
5-Zone Pocket Spring System, which provides independent support for 
different parts of the body.

For more info www.yatasbedding.com

TESLA Technology
Tesla technology is available in a special fabric woven with magnetic 
yarns that have magnet feature. Magnetic energy-sensitive pineal 
gland in our brains excretes melatonin hormone, which regulates 
sleep rhythm, relaxes muscles, strengthens the immune system. The 
magnetic field heals the blood circulation by acting on the iron oxides 
in the blood. The fact that Tesla Technology has improved sleep quality 
has been scientifically proven in the sleep laboratory in Japan.

SEVEN-Z Mattress
Consisting of the perfect combination of 7 zone pocket spring structure and natural latex, 
Seven-Z Latex mattress perfectly matches the folds of the body. With its structure which 
protects the spine’s natural curve, it provides body rest and offers a healthy sleep.

YATAŞ 
BEDDING

What's 
new with 
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NETHA BEDROOM
Walnut colour and linen fabric look 
surface combination, bronze handles, 
modern and minimal design.

1. NETHA WARDROBE
Sliding door wardrobe (210 cm)
Sliding door wardrobe (240 cm)
Sliding door wardrobe (260 cm) 
6 doors folding wardrobe
5 doors wardrobe
3 doors wardrobe
2 doors wardrobe

2. NETHA BEDFRAME
Bedframe / Headboard
Bedframe
Steel storage bed 

3. NETHA CHEST OF DRAWERS
Chest of drawers - Dressing 
table - Dressoire mirror

4. NETHA NIGHTSTAND

5. SERRANO CARPET TERRA
40% Viscose texture, modern 
design and worn out look,
3 different colour alternatives. 

6. BASIC SERIES PENDANT LAMP
Geometric form, cap options 
in different sizes and colours, 
adjustable height

OTHER MODULES
High chest of drawers
Dressing table - Dressoire 
Dressing table - Dressoire ottoman
Footstool
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5
HEADBOARD 

ALTERNATIVES

7 DIFFERENT 
WARDROBE 
ALTERNATIVES 23

FABRIC 
ALTERNATIVES
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Orlando Dressing Table
Orlando Dressing Table presents 
itself as an exclusive piece 
of the series with decorative 
storage sections for jewels 
and cloud shaped mirror that 
completes its minimal design 
perfectly.

Rosa Dressing Table
Enriching modern design style 

with creative mirror design, Rosa 
Dressing Table draws attention with 

its minimal and elegant effect.

Luce Dressing Table
Luce Dressing Table, which presents the 
elegancy of geometrical forms in glory, 

completes its own spectacular design 
with exclusive golden handles and 

decorative mirror.
Praga Dressing Table
Drawing attention with its retro style 
that comes to fore by geometrical 
lines, Praga Dressing Table creates 
natural and stylish atmosphere in the 
decoration with marble patterns that 
were designed exclusively for Enza.

Alessa Dressing Table
Creating a strong impression with 
natural oak texture and exclusive 

leather handle design, Alessa 
Dressing Table brings its retro 

style together with the minimal 
elegancy by means of handcrafted 

design details.

Pols Dressing Table / Dressoire
Glorifying its simple desing with retro details, 
Pols Dressoire is making a strong impression 

with its noble style.
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Domino Dressing Table / Dressoire
Drawing attention with minimal and functional details, 
Domino Dressing Table creates a strong impression as a 

finest example of the contemporary design.
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Bronze Age of Design
It is easier than you think to make a difference in the 

decoration with functional modules and fine details of 
VALENTE BEDROOM. The bronze mirrors that are on 

the wardrobe and dressoire, will reflect the beauty of 
your home.

7 different 
wardrobe 

alternatives
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ALTERNATIVES

7 DIFFERENT 
WARDROBE 
ALTERNATIVES 23

FABRIC 
ALTERNATIVES

VALENTE BEDROOM
Natural wooden surface and bronze 
mirror combination

1. VALENTE WARDROBE
7 different wardrobe alternatives
Wardrobe with sliding doors (210 cm)
Wardrobe with sliding doors (240 cm) 
Wardrobe with sliding doors (260 cm) 
6 doors wardrobe (270 cm)
5 doors wardrobe (220 cm) 
4 doors wardrobe (180 cm) 
Corner wardrobe (90 cm)

2. VALENTE BEDFRAME
Headboard with geometric stitches,
Bedfame with headboard 
Storagebed with headboard
Bedframe / Headboard
Bedframe
Steel storage bed

3. VALENTE CHEST OF DRAWERS
Chest of drawers
Chest of drawers mirror 

4. VALENTE NIGHTSTAND

5. PIER PENDANT LAMP
Metal cap with raw concrete 
appearence, transparant cabe with 
steel rope Ø: 40 cm, H: 150 cm

6. NOVA CARPET GREY
100% wool knitted, minimal design
for alternative sizes see p. 355

OTHER MODULES
High chest of drawers
Dressing table - Dressoire 
Ottoman
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Modern, Stylish and Cozy
LUCE BEDROOM, where natural wood meets with the warm 
shades of yellow, renovates the cozy effect of the wood from 

the minimal and stylish point of view. LUCE BEDROOM, 
which brings its modern design together with the stylish details, 

makes daily life easier with its functional module alternatives.
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4 DIFFERENT 
WARDROBE 
ALTERNATIVES 23

FABRIC 
ALTERNATIVES

LUCE BEDROOM
Wardrobe alternative in different 
sizes, special for design gold coloured 
geometric formed handles

1. LUCE WARDROBE
Wardrobe with sliding doors (260 cm)
Wardrobe with sliding doors (240 cm) 
Wardrobe with sliding doors (210 cm) 
5 doors wardrobe

2. LUCE BEDFRAME
Bedframe with headboard
Bedframe with base and headboard
Bedframe / Headboard
Bedframe
Steel storage bed

3. LUCE NIGHTSTAND

4. LUCE OTTOMAN WITH STORAGE

5. CAPSUL LAMP
Shiny copper coloured 
metal head, body and base
H: 55 cm

6. POMPOM CARPET BEIGE
Natural wool hand-knitted,
Unique bender technique, 

OTHER MODULES
Chest of drawers
High chest of drawers
Dressing table
Chest of drawers - 
Dressing table mirror
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Sleep covers nearly one third of human life, the body repairs 
itself and stores the required energy through this regenerative 

process. As well as the process itself, sleeping conditions 
and how well you sleep are the most important factors that 

determine the quality of sleep and body regeneration.

YATAŞ shapes the White Bedding Products with its innovative 
design approach and invites you to a healthy, uninterrupted and 

quality sleep experience. This includes standard designs that 
do not compromise quality, with durability, offering Dacron® 

products and the therapeutic medical series.

Invitation to Sleep
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For more Yataş White Bedding products, visit www.yatasbedding.com

START!
Do you need 

a new pillow?

Please check later

NO

YES

Do you prefer to sleep in 
a cool environment or at 

standard room temperature?

Do you suffer 
from chronic pain?

Do you have 
allergies?

Do you have 
night sweats?

Room 
Temperature

Shoulder-Neck

Cool

WHICH PILLOW?
Picking the correct pillow is one of the most important factors of 
experiencing the true effects of a rejuvenating and refreshing sleep. 
If you don’t have a suitable pillow for your body’s needs, you haven’t 
yet experienced a quality sleep. Is your pillow actually the right one 
for you? In order to find out now, take a look at our quiz that will 
introduce you to your pillow of true sleep experience!
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50x30 cm

34x55 cm

50x70 cm

50x70 cm

50x70 cm

VISCO THERAPY NECK

VISCO THERAPY BALANCE

BAMBOO PILLOW

HOLLOFIL® ALLERBAN®

CLIMARELLE® COOL

Helps neck and shoulder 
muscles rest with its shape 
accommodating the spine 
structure.

Molds to the head and neck 
using its heat sensitive material 
and relieves the pressure points 
on the body.

Stabilizes heat and 
allows the body to breath 
throughout the night with 
dehumidifying properties.

Removes elements that 
cause allergic reactions 
and respiratory tract 
diseases.

Prevents sleep interruptions 
due to overheating with 
its cooling effects.

Head-Neck
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Designed by Yataş using state-of-the-art filling 
materials and fabrics, quilts are the essential 
elements for a healthy, comfortable and good 
quality sleep. Developed in accordance with 
the needs of human physiology, the long
lasting Yataş quilts ensure the most 
comfortable and healthiest nightly sleep,
thanks to its temperature regulation and 
washability.

COTTON QUILT
Cotton Pillows and Quilts provide soft 

and comfortable sleeping environment by 
reducing sweating during sleep.

Quilt, 100% Cotton Outer Fabric, 
100% Cotton Fiber Filled,

300 gr/m2, Pipe colour; Pink

Pillow, 100% Cotton Outer Fabric, 
100% Cotton Fiber Filled,

1000 gr/m2, Pipe colour; Pink

CAMEL HAIR QUILT
Camel hair pillows and Quilts provide 

comfortable and balanced sleep experience by 
preventing fluctuation of the body heat with 

its natural structure.

Quilt, 100% Cotton Outer Fabric, 30% camel hair 70% 
siliconised fiber filled, 300 gr/m2, curved quilted form 

(Bread quilted) Pipe colour; Camel

Pillow, 100% Cotton Outer Fabric, 30% camel hair 70% 
Siliconised Fiber Filled, 700 gr/m2, Curved Quilted form 

(Bread quilted) Pipe colour; CamelFor more Yataş White Bedding products, visit www.yatasbedding.com

Healthy Quilt for a 
Healthy Sleep
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GOOSE FEATHER ELITE
Balancing body heat through the night 

with its high air permeability, Goose 
Feather is natural and healthy.

Quilt, 100% Cotton Outer Fabric, 80% Goose Down 
20% Back Feather Filled, 400 gr/m2, Curved Quilted 

form (Bread quilted) Pipe colour; White

Pillow, 100% Cotton Outer Fabric, 80% Goose Down 
20% Back Feather Filled, 800 gr/m2, Curved Quilted 

form (Bread quilted) Pipe colour; White

BAMBOO
Organic bamboo fibers provide comfortable sleep 

experience where heat balance of the body is preserved 
by reducing the moisture.

Quilt, 100% Cotton Outer Fabric, 
20% Bamboo 80% Siliconised Fiber Filled,

300 gr/m2, Pipe colour; Green

Pillow, 100% Cotton Outer Fabric, 
20% Bamboo 80% Siliconised Fiber Filled,

800 gr/m2, Pipe colour; Green 

SUPERWASHED
Produced by 100% cotton fabric, Superwashed 
Wool Quilt and pillow, have washable Woolmark 

licenced wool.

Quilt, 100% Cotton Outer Fabric, 100% Washable 
Wool Fiber Filled, 400 gr/m2

Pillow, 100% Cotton Outer Fabric, 
100% Washable Wool Fiber Filled,

1000 gr/m2

GOOSE FEATHER 
Balancing body heat through the night with its 
high air permeability, Goose Feather is natural 

and healthy.

Quilt, 100% Cotton Special Goose Feather Patterned Outer 
Fabric, 30% goose down 70% Back Feather Filled, 300 gr/m2, 

Curved Quilted form (Bread quilted) Pipe colour; Mink

Pillow, 100% Cotton Special Goose Feather Patterned Outer 
Fabric, 30% goose down 70% Back Feather Filled, 800 gr/m2, 

Curved Quilted form (Bread quilted) Pipe colour; Mink
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